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Abstract
We relate in a novel way the modular matrices of GKO diagonal cosets without fixed
points to those of WZNW tensor products. Using this we classify all modular invariant
partition functions of su(3)k⊕su(3)1/su(3)k+1 for all positive integer level k, and su(2)k⊕
su(2)ℓ/su(2)k+ℓ for all k and infinitely many ℓ (in fact, for each k a positive density of ℓ).
Of all these classifications, only that for su(2)k ⊕ su(2)1/su(2)k+1 had been known. Our
lists include many new invariants.
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1. Introduction
It is believed that a large subset of all rational conformal field theories can be generated
from the Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) coset construction [11]. In the prototypical example,
the minimal unitary series can be identified with the cosets su(2)k ⊕ su(2)1/su(2)k+1.
This paper is concerned with the classification of modular invariant partition functions
for the diagonal GKO coset theories gk ⊕ gℓ/gk+ℓ, where gk is an untwisted affine algebra,
at positive integer level k, with horizontal subalgebra g. We classify what are known as
physical invariants: those modular invariants with non-negative integer multiplicities, and
a unique vacuum; no further conditions are imposed. The connection between this problem
and the WZNW one of finding partition functions for gk⊕gℓ⊕gck+ℓ (where gck+ℓ is the dual
of gk+ℓ) is well known, as is the method of constructing some of the partition functions for
the coset by tensoring together partition functions for gk, gℓ, and gk+ℓ. But by means of a
simple trick the coset classification is shown in Sect.2 to be equivalent to a small subset of
the classification for gk⊕gℓ⊕gk+ℓ (this is more convenient to work with than gk⊕gℓ⊕gck+ℓ
– e.g. for finding exceptionals), that can be very easily identified (see eq. (2.8c) below).
In Sect.3 we apply this to classify the coset physical invariants for certain levels k, ℓ and
g = su(2) – half of these partition functions are not listed in e.g. [21,4]. Finally, in Sects.4
and 5 we classify the su(3)k⊕su(3)1/su(3)k+1 coset theories, and find several not included
in e.g. [1,5].
The classification proofs follow a general strategy developed by one of us (T.G.) in
several studies [6,7,8,10]. Modular invariants of rational conformal field theories are of two
types: (i) automorphism invariants of the unextended chiral algebra, and (ii) those with
non-identity fields coupling to the identity [6] (these can be interpreted [20] as invariants
involving extensions of the original chiral algebra). The first are shown (in the cases
under consideration) to be “locally outer automorphism” invariants. That is, all fields are
composed of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts related by an outer automorphism
(conjugation and/or simple current) of the unextended chiral algebra. The invariants of
type (i) are then shown to be of a simple “global” form, and all possibilities are found.
The first step in classifying the type (ii) invariants is to find all fields that can couple
to the identity field, the so-called “ρ-couplings”. These possibilities are severely limited
by T -invariance and the parity rule of [6,22], and correspond to the possible extensions of
the chiral algebra. The well-known simple current extensions are always included, and the
automorphism invariants of these must be calculated. But other extensions of the chiral
algebra can exist, and when they do, their automorphism invariants must all be found.
We include one table, which gives the exhaustive list of all physical invariants for
su(3)k ⊕ su(3)1/su(3)k+1, ∀k. All previously published lists seem to miss several of these,
though from a “modern” perspective none of these invariants should be surprising. That
our table is complete is proven in Thm.2.
2. Cosets and WZNW tensor products
The point of this section is to make precise the connection between the coset theories
gk⊕ gℓ/gk+ℓ, without fixed points, and the WZNW tensor product theories gk⊕ gℓ⊕ gk+ℓ.
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For ℓ = 1, we show how one can restrict attention to gk⊕gk+1. We will limit this discussion
to g = su(n), but similar comments should apply to all algebras.
2.1 Field identification
Let P++(g, k) be the fundamental alcove of positive highest weights of gk. We will
write k′ for the height k + n. We will be interested only in the ‘horizontal’ parts of
these weights, λ ∈ P (g), the weight lattice of g. Let βi, i = 0, . . . , n − 1, be the usual
fundamental weights (so β1, . . . , βn−1 span P (g)). We will identify a weight λ =
∑
a λaβa
with its Dynkin labels λa. So λ ∈ P++(g, k) iff each λa > 0, and
∑n−1
a=1 λa < k
′. Write
ρ = (1, . . . , 1).
First define the following quantity, called n-ality [17]:
tn(λ) ≡
n−1∑
a=1
aλa = nλ · βn−1 (mod n). (2.1)
Then tn(λ) ≡ 0 iff λ ∈ P (g)∗, the root lattice of g. tn(λ) is meant to generalize the triality
of su(3).
Let Ak denote the level k simple current [12] =outer automorphism [3] which operates
on P++(g, k) by the formula Akλ = (k
′ −∑n−1a=1 λa)β1 +∑n−1a=2 λa−1βa. Usually there will
be no ambiguity and we can drop the subscript k on Ak.
Choose any λ, µ ∈ P++(g, k), and let S(k) denote the modular S-matrix of gk. Then:
tn(A
aλ) ≡ ka+ tn(λ) (mod n); (2.2a)
(Aaλ)2 ≡ λ2 − 2k′a tn(λ)/n+ k′2a (n− a)/n (mod 2k′); (2.2b)
S
(k)
Aaλ,Abµ
= exp[2πi(b tn(λ) + a tn(µ)− (a+ b) tn(ρ) + kab)/n]S(k)λµ . (2.2c)
Define
Pkℓ = {(λ, µ, ν) ∈P++(g, k)× P++(g, ℓ)× P++(g, k+ ℓ) |
tn(λ) + tn(µ) ≡ tn(ν) + tn(ρ) (mod n)}. (2.3)
For any (λ, µ, ν) ∈ Pkℓ, define Aa(λ, µ, ν) = (Aakλ,Aaℓµ,Aak+ℓν). We see from (2.2a) that
(λ, µ, ν) ∈ Pkℓ iff A(λ, µ, ν) ∈ Pkℓ. This means Pkℓ is the disjoint union of A-orbits. Let
PAkℓ denote Pkℓ after modding out by A, i.e. it contains one and only one triple (λ, µ, ν)
from each A-orbit {Aa(λ, µ, ν)} ⊂ Pkℓ.
The characters of the coset theories are essentially the branching functions bµλν [13]
(notice, however, we use positive weights to label the gk representations, rather than non-
negative ones). We know (e.g. [5,13]) that bµλν 6= 0 iff (λ, µ, ν) ∈ Pkℓ, and for (λ, µ, ν) ∈
Pkℓ, b
µ
λν = b
µ′
λ′ν′ iff (λ
′, µ′, ν′) = Aa(λ, µ, ν) for some a.
(λ, µ, ν) ∈ Pkℓ is called a fixed point if Am(λ, µ, ν) = (λ, µ, ν), for some 0 < m < n.
Fixed points occur iff the greatest common divisor gcd(n, k, ℓ) > 1. So for n prime,
there will be no fixed points unless k ≡ ℓ ≡ 0 (mod n). Fixed points present certain
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complications, and we will restrict attention in this paper to the simplest case, where
there are no fixed points (e.g. ℓ = 1).
Let G denote the simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Since the centre of
G is diagonally embedded in the centre of G⊗G, there are field identifications [20,18,23].
That is, we must identify different triples (λ, µ, ν) ∈ Pkℓ. For g = su(n) the identifications
are quite simple (at least for unitary cosets1, when no fixed points are present). The
characters of the coset model can be taken to be the branching functions, and (λ, µ, ν) is
identified with A(λ, µ, ν), so that the characters are in one-to-one correspondence with the
elements of PAkℓ.
2.2 The correspondence gk ⊕ gℓ/gk+ℓ ↔ gk ⊕ gℓ ⊕ gk+ℓ
Let χ
(k)
λ denote the gk character with highest weight λ. As before, let its S and T
modular matrices be denoted S(k) and T (k). For (λ, µ, ν) ∈ PAkℓ define
c˜hλµν =
n−1∑
a=0
χ
(k)
Aaλ χ
(ℓ)
Aaµ χ
(k+ℓ)∗
Aaν . (2.4)
Claim 1. The branching functions {bµλν | (λ, µ, ν) ∈ PAkℓ} transform modularly exactly like
{c˜hλµν | (λ, µ, ν) ∈ PAkℓ}. In other words, their S and T matrices are equal.
Proof The S and T matrices for the branching functions are computed in [15] and given
in [5]. We find that
Tλµν,λ′µ′ν′ = T
(k)
λλ′ T
(ℓ)
µµ′ T
(k+ℓ)∗
νν′ . (2.5)
The S-matrix for (2.4) is no harder to calculate; from (2.2c) we get a factor
n−1∑
a=0
exp[2πia{tn(λ′) + tn(µ′)− tn(ν′)− tn(ρ)}/n], (2.6a)
which equals 0 unless (λ′, µ′, ν′) ∈ Pkℓ, in which case it equals n. Thus the S-matrices are
also equal, with entries
Sλµν,λ′µ′ν′ = nS
(k)
λλ′ S
(ℓ)
µµ′ S
(k+ℓ)∗
νν′ . (2.6b)
QED
Let Ωcoskℓ denote the coset commutant, i.e. the space of all modular invariant combi-
nations ∑
(λµν),(λ′µ′ν′)∈PA
kℓ
Mλµν,λ′µ′ν′ b
µ
λν b
µ′∗
λ′ν′ . (2.7a)
Let Pcoskℓ denote the set of all coset physical invariants, i.e. all functions lying in the coset
commutant with all coefficients Mλµν,λ′µ′ν′ non-negative integers, and with Mρρρ,ρρρ = 1.
1 For nonunitary diagonal cosets there are more field identifications, some not directly related to the
centre of G [19].
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Let Ωwzwkℓ denote the WZNW tensor product commutant, i.e. the space of all modular
invariant combinations
∑
λ,µ,ν,λ′,µ′,ν′
M˜λµν,λ′µ′ν′ χ
(k)
λ χ
(ℓ)
µ χ
(k+ℓ)
ν χ
(k)∗
λ′ χ
(ℓ)∗
µ′ χ
(k+ℓ)∗
ν′ , (2.7b)
the sum being over all λ, λ′ ∈ P++(g, k) etc. Let Pwzwkℓ denote the set of all WZNW tensor
product physical invariants, i.e. all functions lying in Ωwzwkℓ with all coefficients M˜λµν,λ′µ′ν′
non-negative integers, and with M˜ρρρ,ρρρ = 1.
The claim allows us to define immediately a map Lcwkℓ from Ωcoskℓ into Ωwzwkℓ , as fol-
lows. Given the coefficients Mλµν,λ′µ′ν′ of some coset modular invariant (2.7a), define
M˜λµν,λ′µ′ν′ = Mλµν′,λ′µ′ν (note the ν, ν
′ switch2). Then M˜ will define a WZNW tensor
product modular invariant (2.7b). Equivalently, this amounts to replacing each bµλν with
c˜hλµν . From the claim, modular invariance is assured. This map is one-to-one; it takes
the coset physical invariants into the WZNW tensor product physical invariants; however
it is not onto. In particular, the image of Lcwkℓ consists of all modular invariants Z˜ in Ωwzwkℓ
satisfying:
(i) M˜λµν,λ′µ′ν′ = 0 unless
tn(λ) + tn(µ)− tn(ν′) ≡ tn(λ′) + tn(µ′)− tn(ν) ≡ tn(ρ) (mod n); (2.8a)
(ii) for all a, b = 0, . . . , n− 1,
M˜AaλAaµAbν,Abλ′Abµ′Aaν′ = M˜λµν,λ′µ′ν′ . (2.8b)
From the equation M˜ = S†M˜S, it is not difficult to show that (i) holds iff (ii) holds,
iff
M˜AkρAℓρρ,ρρAk+ℓρ = M˜ρρAk+ℓρ,AkρAℓρρ = M˜ρρρ,ρρρ (2.8c)
holds, for any physical invariant M˜ . For example, that (2.8c) implies (i) follows by looking
at the (AkρAℓρρ, ρρAk+ℓρ)-entry of M˜ = S
†M˜S, and using (2.2c) and the fact that
Sρρρ,λµν > 0.
Z˜ ∈ Ωwzwkℓ can be written as a sesquilinear combination of c˜hλµν over (λ, µ, ν) ∈ PAkℓ,
iff (2.8) is satisfied. Call this subspace Ωwzw,Akℓ . Then Lcwkℓ defines an isomorphism between
Ωcoskℓ and Ω
wzw,A
kℓ , and a bijection between the physical invariants Pcoskℓ and Pwzw,Akℓ =
Pwzwkℓ ∩ Ωwzw,Akℓ .
The same “switch” of weights works in establishing a bijection between the physical
invariants (and commutants) of g ⊕ h and g ⊕ hc, where g, h are any chiral (e.g. affine)
algebras and hc denotes the dual of h, corresponding to modular matrices which are com-
plex conjugates of those of h. This bijection is difficult to establish by other means, since
2 Perhaps the simplest way to see the necessity of this switch is to write a nonzero element of the
WZNW T matrix as exp{2πi((hλ + hµ + hν) − (hλ′ + hµ′ + hν′))} = exp{2πi((hλ + hµ −
hν′)− (hλ′ + hµ′ − hν)
)}. Here hλ + hµ + hν is a WZNW conformal weight, while hλ + hµ − hν′
is a coset conformal weight (mod 1).
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most physical invariants Mgh of g ⊕ h cannot be factorized as Mg ⊗Mh. This switch is
helpful in generating coset modular invariants which would be difficult to find otherwise,
though as we saw further conditions must be satisfied in order that this correspondence
be extended to coset theories.
Incidentally, it was shown in [6] that the Roberts-Terao-Warner lattice method suc-
ceeds in generating any WZNW commutant. The mapping Lcwkℓ tells us then that the
lattice method can be successfully extended to the diagonal cosets without fixed points,
where it will also be complete.
Thus to find all physical invariants of su(n)k⊕su(n)ℓ/su(n)k+ℓ when gcd(n, k, ℓ) = 1,
it suffices to find all physical invariants of su(n)k⊕ su(n)ℓ⊕ su(n)k+ℓ which satisfy (2.8c).
2.3 Simplification when ℓ = 1
When one of the levels, say ℓ, equals 1, the correspondence given above relating the
cosets to WZNW tensor products simplifies. The reason is that A1 acts transitively on the
n weights in P++(g, 1), so modding by A essentially removes that factor.
When ℓ = 1, there can be no fixed points, regardless of the value of k or n, so the
comments in this section apply to any level k and any su(n).
Define Pk = {(λ, µ) ∈ P++(g, k)×P++(g, k+1) | tn(λ) ≡ tn(µ) (mod n)}. There is an
obvious bijection between Pk and P
A
k,1: identify (λ, µ) with the A-orbit containing (λ, ρ, µ).
Each A-orbit in Pk,1 contains exactly one triple of the form (λ, ρ, µ), so we may identify
the orbit, and hence the corresponding element of PAk,1, with such a triple.
Define Ωwzwk to be the WZNW commutant for the direct sum su(n)k ⊕ su(n)k+1.
Define a map, Lcwk , between Ωcosk,1 and Ωwzwk as follows: let
Z =
∑
λµ,κν∈Pk
Mλρµ,κρν b
ρ
λµ b
ρ∗
κν (2.9a)
be any modular invariant in Ωcosk,1 , then define
Lcwk (Z) =
∑
λµ,κν∈Pk
Mλρµ,κρν
n−1∑
a=0
χ
(k)
Aaλ χ
(k+1)
Aaν χ
(k)∗
Aaκ χ
(k+1)∗
Aaµ . (2.9b)
(Notice again the switch: µ↔ ν.)
Claim 2. Lcwk (Z) is a modular invariant.
Proof The arguments here are similar to those used earlier in proving Claim 1, except
that here we must transform the partition functions, instead of simply investigating the
modular behaviour of the characters b and c˜h as was done there.
T -invariance follows as for Claim 1. S-invariance is also similar to Claim 1: the
calculation produces the sum
n−1∑
a=0
exp[2πia{tn(λ) + tn(ν)− tn(κ)− tn(µ)}/n], (2.10)
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which equals 0 unless tn(λ) + tn(ν) ≡ tn(κ) + tn(µ) (mod n), i.e. unless there exists an a
such that both Aa(λ, µ), Aa(κ, ν) ∈ Pk, in which case the sum equals n. QED
As before, Lcwk is one-to-one. It also is not onto; its image is the subspace of Ωwzwk
containing those modular invariants Z¯ =
∑
M¯λµ,κνχλχµχ
∗
κχ
∗
ν satisfying:
(a) M¯λµ,κν = 0 unless
tn(λ) + tn(µ) ≡ tn(κ) + tn(ν) (mod n); (2.11a)
(b) for all a = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1,
M¯λµ,κν = M¯AaλAaµ,AaκAaν . (2.11b)
For any physical invariant M¯ , (a) holds iff (b) does, iff
M¯ρρ,ρρ = M¯AρAρ,AρAρ. (2.11c)
As before, this follows from looking at M¯ = S†M¯S.
Let Ωwzw,Ak denote this subspace; then Lcwk is an isomorphism between Ωcosk,1 and
Ωwzw,Ak , and a bijection between Pcosk,1 and those physical invariants in Ωwzw,Ak .
Thus to find all physical invariants of su(n)k ⊕ su(n)1/su(n)k+1, it suffices to find all
physical invariants of su(n)k ⊕ su(n)k+1 which satisfy (2.11c).
3. An illustration: The cosets su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ/su(2)k+ℓ
As a simple illustration of the results of the previous section, we will read off from
known results for su(2)k ⊕ su(2)k+1 and su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕ su(2)m the complete list of
su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ/su(2)k+ℓ partition functions, for certain choices of k and ℓ. In Sect.3.1
we give a new argument, based on Sect.2.3 and [7], for the ℓ = 1 proof in [4]. In Sect.3.2
we write down all the “obvious” su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ⊕ su(2)k+ℓ partition functions for general
levels k, ℓ, that satisfy (2.8c). In Sect.3.3 we prove this list is complete whenever the three
greatest common divisors gcd(k + 2, ℓ+ 2), gcd(k + 2, ℓ) and gcd(k, ℓ+ 2) are all ≤ 3.
The completeness proof for all k and ℓ may now be within sight, thanks to [7] and
recent work by Stanev [24]; here we only prove it for the k, ℓ mentioned above.
3.1 su(2)k ⊕ su(2)1/su(2)k+1
The easiest cosets are of the form su(2)k⊕ su(2)1/su(2)k+1, and were classified in [4].
These constitute the minimal series. We will give an alternative argument here.
From Sect.2.3 we know we must find all physical invariants of su(2)k ⊕ su(2)k+1
which satisfy eqs.(2.11). Using [7] we can easily find for example all physical invariants for
su(2)k1 ⊕ su(2)k2 , when gcd(k1 + 2, k2 + 2) ≤ 3. Here we have k1 = k, k2 = k + 1, so this
gcd condition is indeed satisfied. The only physical invariants turn out to be:
(1) Ak ⊗Ak+1, for all k;
(2) Ak ⊗Dk+1, for all odd k;
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(3) Dk ⊗Ak+1, for all even k;
(4) the exceptionals A9⊗E10, E10⊗A11, A15⊗E16, E16⊗A17, A27⊗E28, and E28⊗A29.
The physical invariants Ak, Dk (for k even), and Ek (for k = 10, 16, 28) are the physical
invariants for su(2)k (their subscript is their level); they can be found in [4].
It is straightforward to check that (2.11c) is satisfied by all the invariants in (1)-(4).
Thus to each of the WZNW physical invariants given above, there is a coset physical
invariant.
This example is uncharacteristically simple: for one thing, relatively few physical
invariants of su(n)k ⊕ su(n)k+1 or su(n)k ⊕ su(n)ℓ ⊕ su(n)k+ℓ will be tensor products of
physical invariants of su(n); for another thing, (2.8) and (2.11) will usually be violated by
most physical invariants (e.g. (2.8) cannot be satisfied by any diagonal invariant).
3.2 su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕ su(2)k+ℓ
Now let us write down the “obvious” invariants for su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕ su(2)k+ℓ, for
all k, ℓ. Some of these are included in [21], but some are not. For completeness, we will
include here the invariants when k and ℓ are both even (in which case there will be fixed
point), without discussing the resolution of those fixed points. We will begin by listing the
“simple current invariants” [12]. If either k or ℓ is odd, we find exactly 2 of these; if both
k and ℓ are even there are exactly 6.
A simple current for su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕ su(2)k+ℓ can be written as a triple J =
(J1, J2, J3), each Ja = 0 or 1. It acts on a weight λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3) by
(Jλ)a =
{
λa if Ja = 0
ka + 2− λa if Ja = 1 , (3.1a)
where we define k1 = k, k2 = ℓ and k3 = k + ℓ. Define also the quantities J
2 and J · λ by
J2 ≡
3∑
a=1
Jaka (mod 4), J · λ ≡
3∑
a=1
Jaλa (mod 2). (3.1b)
A simple current invariant [12] M of su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕ su(2)k+ℓ obeys the “local”
selection rule
Mλµ 6= 0⇒ µ = Jλ for some J. (3.2)
More precisely, any simple current J with J2 even can be used to define a simple current
invariant M(J), in the following way:
[M(J)]λµ =
1∑
m=0
δJmλ,µ δ2[J · (λ− ρ) +mJ2/2], (3.3a)
where δn[x] = 1 for x ≡ 0 (mod n), and vanishes otherwise. The only other simple current
invariant we will need we will call M110; it is an invariant iff k ≡ ℓ ≡ 0 (mod 4), and is
defined by
(
M110
)
λµ
=
{
1 if µ = J ′λ, where J ′ ≡ (λ2 + 1, λ1 + 1, 0) (mod 2)
0 otherwise
. (3.3b)
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All simple current invariants were explicitly found for all levels and arbitrary numbers
of su(2) factors, in [7]. In our case, there will be either 30 or 6 of them, depending on
whether or not both k and ℓ are even. We are only interested here in those which also
satisfy (2.8c). The complete list of solutions is:
(sc.1) k, ℓ both odd: M(111) and M(111)M(001);
(sc.2) k odd, ℓ even: M(111) and M(111)M(010);
(sc.3) k ≡ ℓ ≡ 0 (mod 4): M(111), M(111)M110, M(111)M(100), M(111)M(010),
M(111)M(001), and M(100)M(010)M(001);
(sc.4) k even, ℓ ≡ 2 (mod 4): M(111), M(111)M(100), M(111)M(010), M(111)M(001),
M(111)M(100)M(010) and M(111)M(010)M(001).
In the special case where k = ℓ, we may take the conjugations M c of each of these,
defined by (
M c
)
λµ
=Mλ,µ2µ1µ3 . (3.4)
M will obey (2.8c) iff M c will.
It is curious that the numbers of invariants in (sc) are precisely the numbers of
(unconstrained) simple current invariants for su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ.
The importance of simple current invariants (and their conjugations) is that in all
cases we know, they represent “almost all” of the physical invariants. The remaining
invariants are called the exceptionals; most of these can be built up from the E10, E16 and
E28 exceptionals of the su(2)k classification [4]. Those of this form which satisfy (2.8c) are:
(e.1) m = 10, n odd: (An ⊗ E10 ⊗An+10)M(111) and (An ⊗A10−n ⊗ E10)M(111);
(e.2) m = 10, n even: (E10 ⊗ An ⊗ An+10)M(111), (E10 ⊗ Dn ⊗ An+10)M(111), (E10 ⊗
An ⊗Dn+10)M(111), (E10 ⊗Dn ⊗ Dn+10)M(111) and the four additional invariants
obtained by interchanging the first and third components here;
(e.3) m = 16 or 28, n odd: (An ⊗ Em ⊗Am+n)M(101) and (An ⊗Am−n ⊗ Em)M(110);
(e.4) m = 16 or 28, n even: (Em ⊗ An ⊗ Am+n)M(011), (Em ⊗ Dn ⊗ Am+n)M(011),
(An ⊗Am−n ⊗ Em)M(110), and (Dn ⊗Am−n ⊗ Em)M(110);
(e.5) m,n ∈ {10, 16, 28} (say m ≤ n): the additional invariants in this case are (Em⊗En⊗
Am+n)M(111), (E10 ⊗E10 ⊗D20)M(111) and (if m < n) (Em ⊗An−m ⊗ En)M(111).
Of course the first and second components can be interchanged, and the conjugation
(3.4) can be taken if k = ℓ. The lists (sc) and (e) will almost certainly exhaust all but
finitely many of the physical invariants for su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕ su(2)k+ℓ satisfying (2.8c).
The exceptionals for su(2)k1⊕su(2)k2 not built from the Em occur at (k1, k2) = (4, 4),
(6,6), (8,8), (10,10), (2,10), (3,8), (3,28), and (8,28) (see Ref. [9]). Call these E4,4, etc.
These can be used to construct further invariants for us:
(sp.1) k = ℓ = 4: E4,4 ⊗D8;
(sp.2) k = ℓ = 6: E6,6 ⊗D12;
(sp.3) k = ℓ = 8: E8,8 ⊗D16, and E8,8 ⊗ E16;
(sp.4) k = ℓ = 10: E10,10 ⊗D20;
(sp.5) k = 2, ℓ = 10: E2,10 ⊗D12;
(sp.6) k = 2, ℓ = 8: E2,10 ⊗D8 (interchange second and third components);
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(sp.7) k = 3, ℓ = 8: (E3,8 ⊗A11)M(101);
(sp.8) k = 3, ℓ = 5: (E3,8 ⊗A5)M(101) (interchange second and third components);
(sp.9) k = 3, ℓ = 28: (E3,28 ⊗A31)M(101);
(sp.10) k = 3, ℓ = 25: (E3,28 ⊗A25)M(101) (interchange second and third components);
(sp.11) k = 8, ℓ = 28: E8,28 ⊗D36;
(sp.12) k = 8, ℓ = 20: E8,28 ⊗D20 (interchange second and third components).
When ℓ = 1, we get the invariants listed in Sect.3.1 with no redundancies. However
the identity D2 = A2 means we do get some repetition when ℓ = 2 (the ℓ = 2 cosets include
all of the N = 1 superconformal minimal models). We conjecture that this list gives all
physical invariants of su(2)k⊕su(2)ℓ⊕su(2)k+ℓ satisfying (2.8); in the next subsection we
prove this for certain k, ℓ (we have also done this for all k, when ℓ = 2).
3.3 The small gcd case
The only class of su(2) cosets which is classified is that with ℓ = 1 [4]. In this
subsection we will exploit other results from [7] which will permit us to obtain many
more classifications. In particular, there we found (among other things) all invariants
of su(2)k1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ su(2)kr when for each i 6= j, gcd(ki + 2, kj + 2) ≤ 3. So from this
we immediately get the list of all su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ/su(2)k+ℓ physical invariants when the
greatest common divisors gcd(k+2, ℓ+2), gcd(k+2, ℓ), and gcd(k, ℓ+2) are all ≤ 3. (The
relevant property of the numbers a ≤ 3 is that the only numbers coprime to 2a are ≡ ±1
(mod 2a).) Note that for a given k, there are infinitely many ℓ satisfying those three gcd
conditions – in fact a positive density of such ℓ.
This argument in [7] makes use of some additional properties WZNW partition func-
tions must satisfy [20]. We can avoid using these here, because we have only three copies
of su(2), and because (2.8) holds. As usual, we will restrict attention here to the cosets
without fixed points, i.e. where at least one of k and ℓ is odd. With a little more work,
this restriction can be lifted.
The proof of the following theorem makes use of certain useful lemmas and techniques
(e.g. the parity rule) developed in several earlier papers. We state these explicitly in Sects.4
and 5, in the context of su(3), in the course of proving the more difficult Thm.2, but to
avoid unnecessary duplication we will not give their su(2) translations here. For that, see
in particular [7].
Theorem 1. Choose any k, ℓ, not both even, for which gcd(k+2, ℓ+2), gcd(k+2, ℓ), gcd(k,
ℓ + 2) are all ≤ 3. Then the complete list of all physical invariants of su(2)k ⊕ su(2)ℓ ⊕
su(2)k+ℓ satisfying (2.8) is (sc.1), (sc.2), (e.1) and (e.3).
Proof The argument will follow as closely as possible the proof of Thm.7 in [7]. Since the
detailed argument is so similar to others (e.g. analyzing the special cases k1 = 10, 16, 28
reduces to arguments found in Sect.5.3 below, and Sect.6 of [10]), we will be somewhat
sketchy here.
Exactly one of k, ℓ, k + ℓ will be even; let k1 denote this even level, and let k2 ≤ k3
denote the other two, and write k′i = ki + 2. Let M denote any physical invariant of
su(2)k1 ⊕ su(2)k2 ⊕ su(2)k3 . Write a = (a1, a2, a3) etc for its weights, ρ for the weight
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(1, 1, 1), and Sab for the S-matrix. In particular we first find in Sect.6 of [7] the conse-
quences of the so-called parity rule (in fact the reason for our gcd conditions is precisely
to maximize the effectiveness of this parity rule). We get the following selection rules:
Mab 6= 0 ⇒ b2 ∈ {a2, k′2 − a2}, b3 ∈ {a3, k′3 − a3}; (3.5a)
Mab 6= 0 ⇒ a21 ≡ b21 (mod k′1); (3.5b)
Mab 6= 0, a1 = 1, k1 6= 10, 28 ⇒ b1 ∈ {1, k′1 − 1}; (3.5c)
Mab 6= 0, a1 = 1, k1 = 10 ⇒ b1 ∈ {1, 5, 7, 11}; (3.5d)
Mab 6= 0, a1 = 1, k1 = 28 ⇒ b1 ∈ {1, 11, 19, 29}. (3.5e)
Eq.(3.5a) is Lemma 3(a) in [7], (3.5b) is T-invariance using (3.5a), and (3.5c)-(3.5e) are
Lemma 3(b) in [7], using (3.5b).
Let RL = {a |Maρ 6= 0}, RR = {b |Mρb 6= 0}. Write JL for the set of all simple
currents J such that Jρ ∈ RL; define JR similarly. Much is known about the sets RL,R
and JL,R – see e.g. [7], [10], and Lemmas 4 and 5 in Sect.5 of this paper. For instance the
cardinalities ‖JL‖ and ‖JR‖ must be equal, and JL,R both are groups (under component-
wise addition mod 2). Also each norm J2 (see (3.1b)) in JL,R must be 0, andMJa,J ′b =Mab
∀J ∈ JL, J ′ ∈ JR. Also, Sa,Jb = −1J·(a−ρ)Sab, and for J ∈ JL, J · (a− ρ) ≡ 0 if Mab 6= 0
for some b. Recall the definition of simple current invariant, given in (3.2); all simple
current invariants for su(2)ℓ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ su(2)ℓr are explicitly known, and in our case will lie
in (sc.1) or (sc.2).
Case 1: Consider first the case where all a ∈ RL ∪RR satisfy a1 ∈ {1, k′1−1} – i.e. JLρ =
RL and JRρ = RR. By (3.5c), this is the case most of the time. a is called a fixed point
of JL if Ja = a for some J ∈ JL, J 6= 0. Note that JL has a fixed point iff (1, 0, 0) ∈ JL,
in which case a is a fixed point iff a1 = k
′
1/2. Similar comments apply to JR.
Suppose Mab 6= 0, and a is not a fixed point of JL, and b is not one of JR. Without
loss of generality suppose Saρ ≤ Sbρ. Then from the various results about JL,R and S
given earlier, we get
‖JR‖Mab Sbρ ≤ (MS)aρ = (SM)aρ = ‖JL‖Saρ. (3.6)
Since ‖JL‖ = ‖JR‖, this tells us that Mad = 1 iff d ∈ JRb, otherwise it equals 0. It also
tells us that Sbρ = Saρ, i.e. (using (3.5a)) b1 ∈ {a1, k′1−a1}. Similarly, we get thatMcb = 1
iff c ∈ JLa, otherwise it equals 0. Thus if there are no fixed points, M must satisfy (3.2)
and we are done. We may assume then that k1 ≡ 0 (mod 4) and (1, 0, 0) ∈ JR, say. We
may also assume k1 > 4, since (3.5a), (3.5b) force (3.2) if k1 = 4.
Now put x = (3, 1, 1) and choose y so that Mxy 6= 0. x is not a fixed point of JL; for
now assume y is not one of JR. Then by the previous paragraph, y1 ∈ {3, k′1 − 3}. Using
this, we can prove (3.2) holds for all a, b, as follows. Suppose Mab 6= 0, where a1 6= k′1/2,
but b is a fixed point of JR. Then SM =MS applied to (a, ρ) and (a, y) gives us
1 = 2 sin(πa1/k
′
1), ±1 = 2 sin(3πa1/k′1), (3.7)
which are incompatible. This implies M is a simple current invariant, and we are done.
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If instead y defined in the previous paragraph is a fixed point of JR, then y1 = k′1/2,
and (3.5b) forces k1 = 16. Suppose Mab 6= 0. Then (3.5b) tells us that if a1 6∈ {3, 9, 15},
then b1 ∈ {a1, k′1 − a1}, and if a1 ∈ {3, 9, 15} then b1 ∈ {3, 9, 15} (incidently, by Lemma
4(b) this forces (1, 0, 0) ∈ JL). Suppose a1 = 3 but b1 6= 9; then from (SM)xb = (MS)xb
we get 2Sax = ±Say , i.e. 2 sin(9π/18) = ± sin(27π/18), which is impossible.
This proves (using Lemmas 4(b) and 5(a)) that a1 and b1 are related to each other
independently of the values of a2, a3, b2, b3. The reverse can also be seen to hold, using
T-invariance, (3.5a), and (2.8). Thus M will be the tensor product of E16 with some simple
current invariant of su(2)k2 ⊕ su(2)k3 , and will be listed in (e.3).
Case 2: By (3.5c), Case 1 handled all values of k1 except 10 and 28. These exceptional
levels use familiar arguments (see e.g. Sect.5.3) and we will not repeat them here. The
idea is to first find the possibilities for the values of Mρb and Maρ (this is done in the proof
of Thm.7 in [7]), and then use Lemmas 4(b) and 5 and modular invariance (particularly
the relation SM =MS) to find the other values of M . QED
4. The physical invariants of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)1/su(3)k+1
The last section was an illustration of carrying over known WZNW classifications
directly to the GKO classification. Unfortunately, there are few examples of WZNW
classifications, even for simple g. One of these is g = su(3). Our goal in this section
and the next is to prove the following theorem, which we learned in Sect.2.3 solves the
classification problem for the cosets su(3)k ⊕ su(3)1/su(3)k+1, ∀k:
Theorem 2. The list of all physical invariants of su(3)k⊕ su(3)k+1 satisfying (2.11c) is
given in the Table.
In the Table and throughout the remainder of this paper, A¯k, D¯k and E¯k denote the
physical invariants of su(3)k, and are explicitly given in [8]. The simple current invariants
M¯(AkAk+1) are defined in (4.4), and their conjugation
c[M¯(AkAk+1)]
c is defined in (4.10a).
The invariants of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)1/su(3)k+1 were discussed in [1,5], but their lists are very
incomplete.
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to proving Thm.2. Our task in this section is to find all
physical invariants which are automorphisms of the unextended chiral algebra, but we will
begin with some general observations which will also be useful in the following section.
4.1 General comments
As usual write λ = (λ1, λ2) for an su(3) weight, k
′ = k + 3 for the height, t(λ) ≡
λ1 − λ2 (mod 3), Ak for the simple current taking λ to Akλ = (k′ − λ1 − λ2, λ1) and
C for the conjugation Cλ = (λ2, λ1). Write P(k) for P++(su(3), k) × P++(su(3), k + 1).
Together, Ak (which is order 3) and C (which is order 2) generate the order 6 group of outer
automorphismsOk of affine su(3). Let Okλ denote the orbit {CaAbkλ | a = 0, 1; b = 0, 1, 2}
of λ by this group. Also, let Ok0λ be the orbit {Abkλ | b = 0, 1, 2} of λ by the simple currents.
For example, Okρ = Ok0ρ = {(1, 1), (k + 1, 1), (1, k + 1)}.
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What we need to consider is su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1. Note first that the heights k′ and
k′+1 are coprime, so the two summands are almost independent. For example, T -invariance
implies that if Mλµ,κν 6= 0 for any invariant M , then
3λ2 ≡ 3κ2 (mod 2k′); 3µ2 ≡ 3ν2 (mod 2k′ + 2). (4.1)
Also very important is the parity rule of [6](=the arithmetical symmetry of [22]). For
su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1 it reduces to the following. Let λ ∈ P (su(3)). There exists a unique
weight, call it [λ]k, lying in both P+(su(3), k+3) and the orbit of λ by the affineWeyl group.
If [λ]k also lies in P++(su(3), k), then there exists a unique (finite) Weyl automorphism ω
and vector α ∈ P (su(3))∗, the root lattice of su(3), such that [λ]k = ω(λ+k′α); in this case
we can define the parity pk(λ) of λ to be the parity ǫ(ω) =det(ω). The parity rule tells us
that for any invariant M , any integer ℓ coprime to 3k′(k′+1), and any (λµ), (κν) ∈ P(k),
we have
Mλµ,κν = pk(ℓλ) pk+1(ℓµ) pk(ℓκ) pk+1(ℓν)Mλ′µ′,κ′ν′ , (4.2a)
where λ′ = [ℓλ]k, µ
′ = [ℓµ]k+1, κ
′ = [ℓκ]k and ν
′ = [ℓν]k+1.
Because k′ and k′ + 1 are coprime, this simplifies a little. Given any ℓ1 and ℓ2, there
will be an ℓ satisfying
ℓ ≡ ℓ1 (mod 3k′) and ℓ ≡ ℓ2 (mod 3(k′ + 1)), (4.2b)
iff ℓ1 ≡ ℓ2 (mod 3). Let ℓ1 be any integer coprime to 3k′, and choose ℓ2 = ±1 so that ℓ1 ≡ ℓ2
(mod 3). Find any ℓ satisfying (4.2b). It is easy to see that, for any µ, ν ∈ P++(su(3), k+1),
pk+1(ℓµ) = ℓ2 = pk+1(ℓν). Then (4.2a) implies the following equation, familiar from [8].
Let M be any physical invariant, and suppose Mλµ,κν 6= 0. By {x} we mean the unique
number y satisfying both 0 ≤ y < k′ and y ≡ x (mod k′). Then for all integers ℓ1 coprime
to 3k′,
{ℓ1λ1}+ {ℓ1λ2} < k′ iff {ℓ1κ1}+ {ℓ1κ2} < k′; (4.3)
a similar statement holds for µ and ν, with k′ replaced with k′ + 1. We will later need
other consequences of the parity rule (4.2a).
Two consequences of (4.1) and (4.3) have already been drawn in the literature. In
[16] in a completely different context (this paper was “discovered” and brought into the
context of modular invariants by [22]), it was proved that:
Lemma 1. When k′ is coprime to 6, λ and κ satisfy (4.3) iff κ ∈ Okλ.
Of course an analogous statement holds for µ, ν and k′ + 1. Eq.(4.1) was not used in
this derivation. This remarkable result has the flaw that it only holds for some k. When
k′ and 6 are not coprime, the situation becomes considerably more complicated, and no
classification of the solutions λ, κ to (4.3) is known for general k (it would likely be very
messy and probably useless). However, if we also use (4.1) and restrict ourselves to the
special case κ = ρ, all λ solving (4.3) are known, for all k (this is Prop.1 in [10]):
Lemma 2. The set of all solutions λ to (4.1) and (4.3), for κ = ρ, is:
(a) for k ≡ 0, 2, 3 (mod 4), k 6= 15: λ ∈ Ok0ρ;
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(b) for k ≡ 1 (mod 4), k 6= 9, 21, 57: λ ∈ Ok0ρ ∪ Ok0 ( (k + 1)/2, (k + 1)/2 );
(c) for k = 9, 15, 21, 57, respectively, λ lies in
O90ρ ∪ O9(3, 3)0 ∪ O90(5, 5),
O150 ρ ∪ O15(1, 4),
O210 ρ ∪ O210 (5, 5) ∪ O210 (7, 7) ∪ O210 (11, 11),
O570 ρ ∪ O570 (11, 11) ∪ O570 (19, 19) ∪ O570 (29, 29).
Some useful results concerning the modular S-matrix S(k) of su(3)k are Claims 1, 2,
8 in [10]:
Lemma 3. (a) Suppose S
(k)
λρ = S
(k)
κρ and {λ1, λ2, k′−λ1−λ2}∩{κ1, κ2, k′−κ1−κ2} 6= {}.
Then κ ∈ Okλ.
(b) For any λ, a, b, S
(k)
(1,2),CaAbλ
= S
(k)
(1,2),λ iff C
aAbλ = λ.
(c) For any λ, a, b, S
(k)
(1,4),CaAbλ
= S
(k)
(1,4),λ iff C
aλ ∈ {λ,Aλ,A2λ}.
Finally, we will define [12] the physical invariant M¯(J) of su(3)k⊕su(3)k+1 associated
with the simple current J = AakA
b
k+1, for a, b not both divisible by 3 (compare (3.3a)):
[M¯(J)]λµ,κν =
2∑
m=0
δJm(λµ),κν δ3[a t(λ) + b t(µ)−m(ka2 + (k + 1)b2)]. (4.4)
4.2 The automorphism invariants of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1
A natural first step is to find all automorphism(=permutation) invariants correspond-
ing to that direct sum. The hardest part of this (Claim 3 below) will be to show that
“locally” the automorphism invariant acts like an outer automorphism.
By an automorphism invariant we mean a physical invariant M =Mσ with
(Mσ)λµ,κν = δκν,σ(λµ)
where σ is a permutation of P(k). The entries of Mσ will be a bunch of 0’s and 1’s, with
exactly one ‘1’ on each row and column. Of course, Mσρρ,ρρ = 1 means that σ(ρρ) = (ρρ).
Commutation of Mσ with S(k,k+1) = S(k) ⊗ S(k+1) means that
S
(k)
λκ S
(k+1)
µν = S
(k)
λ′κ′ S
(k+1)
µ′ν′ , (4.5a)
N
(k)
λκαN
(k+1)
µνβ = N
(k)
λ′κ′α′ N
(k+1)
µ′ν′β′ , (4.5b)
where (λµ), (κν), (αβ) ∈ P(k), where σ(λµ) = (λ′µ′), σ(κν) = (κ′ν′) and σ(αβ) = (α′β′),
and where N (k) are the fusion coefficients for su(3)k (similarly for su(3)k+1). By Verlinde’s
formula, we know (4.5a) implies (4.5b).
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The entries of S(k) are given by the Kac-Peterson formula [14], while those of N (k)
(for su(3)) were computed in [2]. Two important special cases are:
S
(k)
ρλ =
2√
3k′
{s(2λ1) + s(2λ2) + s(2λ0)} = 8√
3k′
s(λ1) s(λ2) s(λ0) > 0, (4.6a)
N
(k)
λλλ =mini=0,1,2{λi}, (4.6b)
where λ0 = k
′ − λ1 − λ2 and s(x) = sin(πx/k′). From (4.6a) we see that
√
3S
(k)
ρλ is a
polynomial over Q in ξk′ = exp(2πi/k
′). But we know (see e.g. [25]) that the roots of
unity ξm and ξn are algebraically independent over Q, whenever m and n are coprime.
Using (4.5a) and the fact that k′ and k′ + 1 are coprime, what this means is that
σ(λ, µ) = (λ′, µ′) ⇒ S
(k)
ρλ
S
(k)
ρλ′
=
S
(k+1)
ρµ′
S
(k+1)
ρµ
∈ Q. (4.6c)
Another convenient formula for the S-matrix of su(3)k is, for any weights λ, κ,
S
(k)
λ,Cκ = (S
(k)
λκ )
∗. (4.6d)
Our first task will be to prove:
Claim 3. Any automorphism invariant Mσ for su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1 acts locally like an
outer automorphism. In other words, choose any (λµ) ∈ P(k) and write σ(λµ) = (λ′µ′);
then both λ′ ∈ Okλ and µ′ ∈ Ok+1µ.
Proof Suppose (λµ) has λ′ ∈ Okλ. Then eqs.(4.5) and (4.6) tell us that
S(k+1)ρµ = S
(k+1)
ρµ′ , N
(k+1)
µµµ = N
(k+1)
µ′µ′µ′ . (4.7)
Lemma 3(a) then tells us that µ′ ∈ Ok+1µ. Thus λ′ ∈ Okλ iff µ′ ∈ Ok+1µ.
But for k ≡ 2, 4 (mod 6) Lemma 1 tells us that λ′ ∈ Okλ, and for k ≡ 1, 3 (mod 6) it
tells us that µ′ ∈ Ok+1µ. This concludes the proof of our Claim for k ≡ 1, 2, 3, 4 (mod 6).
It remains to consider k ≡ 0, 5, 6, 11 (mod 12). For this purpose, we will make use of the
following important fact:
For any (λµ), (κν) ∈ P(k) and integers a, b,
σ(ρµ) = (Aaρ, ν) and σ(λρ) = (κ,Abρ)⇒ σ(λµ) = (Aaκ,Abν). (4.8a)
Eq.(4.8a) holds for any level k, and analogues will hold for all algebras g. To see it, write
σ(λµ) = (λ′µ′); then λ′, µ′ are the unique weights satisfying
S
(k)
αλ S
(k+1)
βµ = S
(k)
α′λ′ S
(k+1)
β′µ′ (4.8b)
for all (αβ) ∈ P(k), where σ(αβ) = (α′β′). (This follows e.g. from orthogonality of the
rows of S(k,k+1).) Using (2.2c), the two hypotheses in (4.8a) tell us
S(k)αρ S
(k+1)
βµ = ω
at(α′) S
(k)
α′ρ S
(k+1)
β′µ′ , S
(k)
αλ S
(k+1)
βρ = ω
bt(β′)S
(k)
α′λ′ S
(k+1)
β′ρ , (4.8c)
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where ω = exp(2πi/3). Multiplying these and dividing by the corresponding equation for
σ(ρρ) = (ρρ) gives us (4.8b) with (λ′µ′) = (Aaκ,Abν), completing the proof of (4.8a).
One immediate consequence of (4.8a) is that if we know that Claim 3 holds for (λρ),
and (ρµ), then it holds for (λµ).
Look first at k ≡ 11 (mod 12). Choose any (λµ) ∈ P(k), and write σ(λρ) = (λ′ρ′)
and σ(ρµ) = (ρ′′µ′). By Lemma 2(a) we read that ρ′ ∈ Ok0ρ and ρ′′ ∈ Ok+10 ρ. By the
conclusion of the paragraph containing (4.7), this forces both λ′ ∈ Okλ and µ′ ∈ Ok+1µ.
By the previous paragraph, this concludes the proof of Claim 3 for these k.
The identical argument and conclusion applies to k ≡ 6 (mod 12). For k ≡ 0, 5 (mod
12), respectively, we have to consider the additional possibilities that ρ′ ∈ Ok+10 ( (k +
2)/2, (k + 2)/2 ) and ρ′′ ∈ Ok0 ( (k + 1)/2, (k + 1)/2 ). Consider without loss of generality
the latter case. Then (4.6c) becomes the statement that
S
(k)
ρρ
S
(k)
ρρ′′
=
sin(π/k′) sin(π/k′) sin(π(k + 1)/k′)
sin(π(k + 1)/2k′) sin(π(k + 1)/2k′) sin(2π/k′)
=
2
1 + cos(2π/k′)
− 1 (4.9a)
is a rational number. In other words, k′ must satisfy
cos(2π/k′) ∈ Q. (4.9b)
For n > 2, the degree [Q(cos(2π/n)) : Q] of the extension of Q by cos(2π/n) equals
[Q(exp(2πi/n)) : Q]/[Q(exp(2πi/n)) : Q(cos(2π/n))] = φ(n)/2, where φ(n) is the number
of 1 ≤ ℓ < n coprime to n. Therefore (4.9b) holds iff φ(k′) ≤ 2, i.e. iff k′ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.3
But none of these solutions to (4.9b) satisfy k′ = k+3 ≡ 8 (mod 12). This contradiction
means that ρ′′ must lie in Okρ. The familiar argument now forces µ′ ∈ Ok+1µ, completing
the proof of Claim 3 for k ≡ 5 (mod 12). The argument for k ≡ 0 (mod 12) is identical.
QED
Given any physical invariant M , define the conjugations M c, cM, cM c by
(M c)λµ,κν =Mλµ,κCν , (
cM)λµ,κν =Mλµ,Cκν , (
cM c)λµ,κν =Mλµ,CκCν . (4.10a)
Then each of these conjugations will also be a physical invariant.
Claim 4. M is an automorphism invariant of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1 iff one of the 4 conju-
gations (4.10a) of M , call it Mσ
′
, satisfies:
∀(λµ) ∈ P(k), σ′(λµ) = (Aa t(λ)+b t(µ)λ,Ac t(λ)+d t(µ)µ), (4.10b)
for fixed (a, b, c, d), independent of λ, µ. Moreover,
(a) for k ≡ 0 (mod 3), (a, b, c, d) ∈ {(0, 0, 0, 0), (1,±1,∓1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), (1,±1,±1, 1)},
(b) for k ≡ 1 (mod 3), (a, b, c, d) ∈ {(0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0,−1), (1, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0,−1)},
(c) for k ≡ 2 (mod 3), (a, b, c, d) ∈ {(0, 0, 0, 0), (−1,±1,±1,−1), (−1, 0, 0, 0), (0,±1,∓1,−1)}.
3 We thank Antoine Coste for this proof that (4.9b) implies k’=1,2,3,4,6.
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Proof First, it is necessary to verify that all the quadruples (a, b, c, d) listed in Claim 4
give rise to automorphism invariants. It suffices to verify T -invariance and that S
(k,k+1)
λµ,κν =
S
(k,k+1)
σ′(λµ),σ′(κν). This is straightforward using eqs.(2.2b), (2.2c).
Let M = Mσ. Since Cρ = ρ, Claim 3 tells us σ(ρ, (1, 2)) = (Awρ, CuAx(1, 2)) and
σ((1, 2), ρ) = (CvAy(1, 2), Azρ). Consider the conjugation M ′ of M with u = v = 0.
Eqs.(4.5a) and (2.2c) give us the following conditions of w, x, y, z:
S(k)ρρ S
(k+1)
(1,2),(1,2) = S
(k)
Awρ,AwρS
(k+1)
Ax(1,2),Ax(1,2) : w
2k + x+ x2(k + 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3),
S
(k)
(1,2),(1,2)S
(k+1)
ρρ = S
(k)
Ay(1,2),Ay(1,2)S
(k+1)
Azρ,Azρ : y
2k + y + z2(k + 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3), (4.11)
S
(k)
ρ,(1,2)S
(k+1)
(1,2),ρ = S
(k)
Awρ,Ay(1,2)S
(k+1)
Ax(1,2),Azρ : wyk − w + xz(k + 1)− z ≡ 0 (mod 3).
Here we are exploiting the facts that S
(ℓ)
ρλ 6= 0 (see (4.6a)) and S(ℓ)(1,2),(1,2) 6= 0 (see Lemma
3(b)). It is easy to find all solutions (w, x, y, z) to (4.11), and to verify that each one
corresponds to some Mσ
′
listed in the Claim.
In other words, the automorphism invariant Mσ
′′
= M ′(Mσ
′
)−1 has σ′′(ρ, (1, 2)) =
(ρ, (1, 2)) and σ′′((1, 2), ρ) = ((1, 2), ρ). By Claim 3 we may write σ′′(λ, µ) = (CeAfλ, CgAhµ).
Then by (4.5a)
S
(k)
ρλ S
(k+1)
(1,2)µ =S
(k)
ρ,CeAfλ
S
(k+1)
(1,2),CgAhµ
= S
(k)
ρλ S
(k+1)
(1,2),CgAhµ
, (4.12a)
S
(k)
(1,2),λ S
(k+1)
ρµ =S
(k)
(1,2),CeAfλ
S
(k+1)
ρ,CgAhµ
= S
(k)
(1,2),CeAfλ
S(k+1)ρµ . (4.12b)
But Lemma 3(b) and the fact that S
(ℓ)
ρν 6= 0 gives us µ = CgAhµ, λ = CeAfλ –
i.e. σ′′(λµ) = (λµ). Thus M ′ =Mσ
′
. QED
Thus, for each k there will be 24 or 16 automorphism invariants. Of these, the only
ones satisfying (2.11c) (so that they correspond to coset invariants) are:
(1) k ≡ 0 (mod 3): (0,0,0,0), (0, 0, 0, 1)c, c(1, 1,−1, 0), c(1, 1, 1, 1)c;
(2) k ≡ 1 (mod 3): (0,0,0,0), (0, 0, 0,−1)c, c(1, 0, 0, 0), c(1, 0, 0,−1)c;
(3) k ≡ 2 (mod 3): (0,0,0,0), (0, 1,−1,−1)c, c(−1, 0, 0, 0), c(−1,−1,−1,−1)c.
5. The physical invariants of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1 involving chiral extensions
In this section we complete the proof of Thm.2. We will begin by finding all possibil-
ities for the maximally extended chiral algebras, and then find all automorphisms of those
chiral algebras.
5.1 The weights which can couple to (ρρ)
In this subsection we begin the search for all possible chiral algebra extensions by
finding the possible weights (λ, µ) ∈ P(k) which can couple to (ρρ), i.e. those (λ, µ) which
satisfy the norm condition (T -invariance)
2
k′
+
2
k′ + 1
≡ λ
2
k′
+
µ2
k′ + 1
(mod 2), (5.1a)
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as well as satisfy the parity rules (4.3) (with κ = ν = ρ). Any weights (λ, µ) for which
Mρρ,λµ 6= 0 for some physical invariant M , must necessarily satisfy (5.1a) and (4.3). We
will also impose the condition (2.11a), namely that
t(λ) + t(µ) ≡ 0 (mod 3). (5.1b)
For arbitrary algebras, this step (i.e. enumerating the possible rho-couplings) is quite
tedious. Fortunately the hard work has already been done by [8], and all we have to do is
collect the pieces. Let us begin by reviewing some observations from [10].
For a given physical invariantM of su(3)k⊕su(3)k+1, write PL = {(λ, µ) ∈ P(k) |Mλµ,κν
6= 0 for some κ, ν}, and JL = {AakAbk+1 |MAaρAbρ,ρρ 6= 0}. PR and JR can be defined
similarly. JL(λµ) denotes the orbit, and ‖JL(λµ)‖ its cardinality. Then we have
Lemma 4. (a) For each (λ, µ) ∈ P(k), define s(λ, µ) = ∑κ,ν Mρρ,κν S(k)λκ S(k+1)µν . Then
each s(λ, µ) ≥ 0, and s(λ, µ) > 0 iff (λ, µ) ∈ PL.
(b) For any a, b, c, d, MAaρAbρ,AcρAdρ = 1 holds iff MAaλAbµ,AcνAdκ = Mλµ,νκ for all
λ, µ, ν, κ, iff a t(λ) + b t(µ) ≡ c t(ν) + d t(κ) (mod 3) whenever Mλµ,νκ 6= 0. In partic-
ular, ∀AakAbk+1 ∈ JL, MAaλAbµ,κν =Mλµ,κν .
The same comments apply to PR and JR, of course. Lemma 4 holds for general g,
and more generally, any rational conformal field theory with a centre. It is proven in [7]
(see also Lemma 1 in [10]). (a) follows from S(k,k+1)M = MS(k,k+1) and the fact that
all Sρρ,κν are positive. (b) follows from calculations from M = S
(k,k+1)†MS(k,k+1), along
the lines of how (2.8c) implied (2.8a) and (2.8b). Note that (b) implies JL,R are (Abelian)
groups.
A final useful result concerns the eigenvalues of M . Write M as the direct sum
M = ⊕iMi =


M1 0 · · · 0
0 M2 0
...
. . .
0 0 Mα

 (5.2)
of indecomposable submatrices Mi. Each weight (λ, µ) ∈ P(k) will be ‘contained’ in one
and only one Mi. For convenience always choose M1 to contain (ρρ). Because every
entry of each Mi is non-negative, then Mi has a non-negative eigenvalue r(Mi), called the
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, with many remarkable properties. The most important is
that if s is any other (possibly complex) eigenvalue of Mi then |s| ≤ r(Mi). See e.g. [10]
for more details. These Mi will usually turn out to be an m×m matrix of the form
B(ℓ,m) =

 ℓ · · · ℓ... ...
ℓ · · · ℓ

 , (5.3)
for some ℓ,m. It is easy to see that r(B(ℓ,m)) = ℓm.
Define sets RL and RR by (λ, µ) ∈ RL iffMλµ,ρρ 6= 0, and (λ, µ) ∈ RR iffMρρ,λµ 6= 0.
The following result comes from Lemma 3 in [10].
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Lemma 5. (a) Suppose M has M1 = B(1,m) for some m. Then for each i, either Mi = (0)
or r(Mi) = m. Also, for each (λ, µ) ∈ P(k),
∑
κν M
2
λµ,κν ≤ m2/‖JL(λµ)‖.
(b) Now suppose RL = JL(ρρ) and RR = JR(ρρ). Suppose Mλµ,κν 6= 0. Then Mλµ,κν ≤
‖JL‖/
√‖JL(λµ)‖ ‖JR(κν)‖. If in addition (λ, µ) is not a fixed point of JL (i.e. J ∈
JL, J 6= 0, implies J(λ, µ) 6= (λ, µ)) and also (κν) is not a fixed point of JR, then
Mλµ,κν = 1; moreover, Mλµ,αβ 6= 0 iff (αβ) ∈ JR(κν), and Mαβ,κν 6= 0 iff (αβ) ∈
JL(λ, µ).
We are now ready for the main result of this subsection:
Proposition 1. Let M be a physical invariant of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)k+1, satisfying (2.11),
so that a coset invariant can be obtained from it. Then Mρρ,λµ = Mλµ,ρρ ∈ {0, 1}, for all
(λ, µ) ∈ P(k). Thus RL = RR and JL = JR. Putting ρ′ = (k+12 , k+12 ), ρ′′ = (k+22 , k+22 ),
the possibilities for RL are given by:
(i) k ≡ 0 (mod 3), k 6= 9, 21: either RL = {(ρρ)} or RL = {(ρρ), (Aρ, ρ), (A2ρ, ρ)};
(ii) k ≡ 1 (mod 3), k 6= 4: either RL = {(ρ, ρ)} or RL = {(ρ, ρ), (Aρ,Aρ), (A2ρ, A2ρ)};
(iii) k ≡ 2 (mod 3), k 6= 5, 8, 20: either RL = {(ρ, ρ)} or RL = {(ρ, ρ), (ρ, Aρ), (ρ, A2ρ)};
(iv) k = 4: RL is either given in (ii), or equals {(ρρ), (ρρ′′)} or {(Aaρ, Aaρ), (Aaρ, Aaρ′′)
| a = 0, 1, 2};
k = 5: RL is either given in (iii), or equals {(ρρ), (ρ′ρ)} or {(ρ, Aaρ), (ρ′, Aaρ) | a =
0, 1, 2};
k = 8: RL is either given in (iii), or equals {(ρ, Aaρ), (ρ, Aaρ′′) | a = 0, 1, 2};
k = 9: RL is either given in (i), or equals {(Aaρ, ρ), (Aaρ′, ρ) | a = 0, 1, 2};
k = 20: RL is either given in (iii), or equals
{(ρ, Aaρ), (ρ, Aaρ′′), (ρ, Aa(5, 5), (ρ, Aa(7, 7)) | a = 0, 1, 2};
k = 21: RL is either given in (i), or equals
{(Aaρ, ρ), (Aaρ′, ρ), (Aa(5, 5), ρ), (Aa(7, 7), ρ) | a = 0, 1, 2}.
Proof Consider first k ≡ 0 (mod 12). We see from Lemma 2 that (λ, µ) ∈ RL means
λ = Aaρ and µ = Abρ or µ = Abρ′′, for some a, b = 0, 1, 2. Equation (5.1b) forces b = 0.
Put mL =
∑2
a=0MAaρρ,ρρ, m
′
L =
∑2
a=0MAaρρ′′,ρρ.
Now put λ = ρ, µ = (1, 4) in Lemma 4(a):
(mL +m
′
L) sin[
2π
k′ + 1
] + (mL −m′L) sin[
8π
k′ + 1
]− (mL +m′L) sin[
10π
k′ + 1
] ≥ 0. (5.4)
From Lemma 4(b) and Mρρ,ρρ = 1 we know mL = 1 or 3: mL = 1 corresponds to
JL = {A0k}; mL = 3 corresponds to JL = {A0k, Ak, A2k}. In either case, (5.4) forces
mL > m
′
L (since k > 9), while Lemma 4(b) implies that if m
′
L 6= 0 then mL ≤ m′L.
Together these tell us that m′L = 0.
Similar arguments apply to mR and m
′
R. That we have RL = RR here, follows from
S(k,k+1)M =MS(k,k+1) evaluated at (ρρ, ρρ): it says mL = mR.
The other k are all handled similarly. (See especially Claim 7 in [10].) QED
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5.2 Simple current chiral extensions and their automorphisms
Write R for RL = RR, and J for JL = JR. In this subsection we find all M for
which R ⊆ (Ok0ρ,Ok+10 ρ). We see from Prop. 1 that indeed all M satisfy that condition,
except at the six exceptional levels k = 4, 5, 8, 9, 20, 21.
Note that either ‖J ‖ = 1 or 3. If it equals 1, then M must be an automorphism
invariant (see Thm. 3 in [6]), hence is listed at the end of Sect.4. The argument for
‖J ‖ = 3 will closely follow that of Sect.4.
Consider first the easiest case: k ≡ 1 (mod 3) (k 6= 4). Then J = {J0, J1, J2},
where J = AkAk+1. Lemma 4(b) tells us that P := PL = PR = {(λµ) ∈ P(k) | t(λ) ≡
−t(µ) (mod 3)}. For each (λ, µ) ∈ P, define the J-orbit 〈λµ〉 = {(λ, µ), J(λ, µ), J2(λ, µ)},
and
ch〈λµ〉 =
∑
(λ′µ′)∈〈λµ〉
χ
(k)
λ′ χ
(k+1)
µ′ . (5.5a)
The special thing here is that there are no fixed points of J . So Lemma 5(b) tells us
that there exists a permutation σ of the J-orbits 〈λµ〉 ⊂ P such that the partition function
Z associated to M can be written
Z =
∑
〈λµ〉
ch〈λµ〉 ch
∗
σ〈λµ〉. (5.5b)
So our task reduces to finding all bijections σ such that (5.5b) is a modular invariant.
Define a matrix Se by
Se〈λµ〉,〈κν〉 := 3S
(k)
λκ S
(k+1)
µν . (5.6a)
Then Se is unitary and symmetric, and M commutes with S(k,k+1) iff σ is a symmetry of
Se. We may formally define “fusion rules” by Verlinde’s formula:
Ne〈λµ〉,〈λµ〉,〈λµ〉 :=
∑
〈κν〉
(Se〈λµ〉,〈κν〉)
3
Se〈ρρ〉,〈κν〉
=
∑
〈κν〉
2∑
a,b=0
(S
(k)
λ,Aaκ)
3(S
(k+1)
µ,Abν
)3
S
(k)
ρ,AaκS
(k+1)
ρ,Abν
= N
(k)
λλλN
(k+1)
µµµ , (5.6b)
where the second equality arises by using (5.6a) and (2.2c) (the cube cancels the extra
phases which appear). σ will also be a symmetry of these Ne.
Either k′ or k′ + 1 will be odd – that one will be coprime to 6 for k ≡ 1 (mod 3). Say
k′ is odd. Write σ〈λµ〉 = 〈λ′µ′〉. Then Lemma 1 says λ′ ∈ Oλ. As in the proof of Claim
3, eqs.(5.6) imply eqs.(4.7), so Lemma 3(a) gives us µ′ ∈ Oµ.
Now Cρ = ρ, so σ〈ρ(1, 4)〉must equal 〈ρ, CaAb(1, 4)〉 for some a, b; but t(CaAb(1, 4)) ≡
−t(ρ) (mod 3), so b = 0. Conjugating if necessary (see eq.(4.10a)), we may suppose
σ〈ρ(1, 4)〉 = 〈ρ(1, 4)〉. Similarly, conjugating if necessary, we may suppose σ〈(1, 4)ρ〉 =
〈(1, 4)ρ〉. Write σ〈λµ〉 = 〈CwAxλ, CyAzµ〉; (5.6a) gives us S(k+1)(14),µ = S(k+1)(14),CyAzµ, S(k)(14),λ =
S
(k)
(14),CwAxλ. Lemma 3(c) then requires µ = A
iµ′ and λ = Ajλ′ for some i, j. t(λ)+ t(µ) ≡
t(λ′) + t(µ′) ≡ 0 (mod 3) then forces i = j, so σ〈λµ〉 = 〈λµ〉.
The final result (reintroducing the conjugations and ensuring σ〈λµ〉 ∈ P) is that either
σ〈λµ〉 = 〈λµ〉 ∀〈λµ〉, or σ〈λµ〉 = 〈Cλ,Cµ〉 ∀〈λµ〉.
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The arguments for k ≡ 0 and k ≡ 2 (mod 3) (k 6= 5, 8, 9, 20, 21) are identical to
each other, and similar to k ≡ 1 (mod 3) except for the presence of the fixed points
((k′/3, k′/3), µ) and (λ, ([k′+1]/3, [k′+1]/3)), respectively. Consider the case k ≡ 0 (mod 3).
Here, P := PL = PR = {(λ, µ) ∈ P(k) | t(λ) ≡ 0 (mod 3)}. Write f = (k′/3, k′/3),
〈λ〉 = {λ,Akλ,A2kλ},
ch〈λ〉µ =
∑
λ′∈〈λ〉
χ
(k)
λ′ χ
(k+1)
µ . (5.7a)
Then as before,
Z =
∑
M e〈λ〉µ,〈κ〉ν ch〈λ〉µ ch
∗
〈κ〉ν . (5.7b)
Choose any (λ, µ) ∈ P, λ 6= f , such that Mλµ,fν = 0 for all ν. Then Lemma 5(b) says
there exists a map σ such that
M e〈λ〉µ,〈κ〉ν = δσ(〈λ〉µ),〈κ〉ν . (5.8a)
Suppose we have σ(〈λ〉µ) = 〈λ′〉µ′ and σ(〈κ〉ν) = 〈κ′〉ν′. Look at S(k,k+1)M =MS(k,k+1),
we get an equation resembling (4.5):
S
(k)
λκ S
(k+1)
µν = S
(k)
λ′κ′ S
(k+1)
µ′ν′ . (5.8b)
By Lemma 2, Mρµ,fν = 0 for all µ, ν, so we may write σ(〈ρ〉µ) = 〈λ′〉µ′. Lemma 2 tells us
that λ′ ∈ 〈ρ〉 or 〈ρ′ = (k+1
2
, k+1
2
)〉 (when k = 9, 15, 21, 57 we have additional possibilities,
but they all succumb to similar arguments).
Suppose for contradiction that λ′ = ρ′. Apply (5.8b) with ν = κ = ρ: we find (see
(4.6c)) that S
(k)
ρρ′/S
(k)
ρρ must be a rational number. But we proved in Claim 3 that this
could only happen for k′ ≤ 6, yet Lemma 2 and k ≡ 0 (mod 3) tells us k′ ≥ 12. Therefore
σ(〈ρ〉µ) = 〈ρ〉µ′.
(5.8b) now tells us (choosing λ = κ = ρ) that S
(k+1)
µν = S
(k+1)
µ′ν′ . Thus the map
µ 7→ µ′ defines an automorphism invariant of su(3)k+1, so equals A¯k+1 or D¯k+1 or their
conjugations. Multiplying M by (A¯k ⊗ this automorphism invariant) allows us to suppose
that σ(〈ρ〉µ) = 〈ρ〉µ, for all µ.
Now choose any λ with t(λ) ≡ 0. Then
∑
α,β
S(k)ρα S
(k+1)
νβ Mαβ,λµ =
∑
α,β
Mρν,αβ S
(k)
αλ S
(k+1)
βµ = 3S
(k)
ρλ S
(k+1)
νµ (5.9a)
holds for any ν. Multiplying this by S
(k+1)∗
νκ for any κ and summing over ν, we have
∑
α
S(k)ρα Mακ,λµ = 3S
(k)
ρλ δκµ. (5.9b)
By positivity, we see from this that Mαβ,λµ 6= 0 requires β = µ.
The remainder of the argument is as in Thm.3 of [10]. Namely, M(2,2)ρ,fµ = 0 for
all µ (unless k = 3, which can be worked out by T -invariance, and k = 9, which gives
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us the exceptional E¯ (2)9 ⊗ A¯10); from this we get σ(〈2, 2〉ρ) = 〈2, 2〉ρ; Mfµ,λµ = 0 for any
λ 6= f because otherwise S(k,k+1)M =MS(k,k+1) evaluated at (ρρ, λµ) and at ((2, 2)ρ, λµ)
yield two incompatible equations. Therefore the fixed point behaviour is trivial: Mfµ,λν =
3δfλδµν . σ can now be extended to all 〈λ〉µ by defining σ(〈f〉µ) = 〈f〉µ. Then (5.8b) holds
∀λ, µ, ν, κ ∈ P. Looking at N (k)λffN (k+1)µµµ , and using Lemma 3(c), completes the argument.
The final result, reintroducing the automorphisms and imposing (2.11c), is that M =
Mk ⊗Mk+1 where Mk = D¯k or D¯ck, and Mk+1 = A¯k+1 or D¯ck+1. Thus together with
Prop.1 and Claim 4, we have proven Thm.2 for all k, except for k = 4, 5, 8, 9, 20 and 21.
5.3 The exceptional levels
In this subsection we complete the proof of Thm.2 by considering the remaining levels
k = 4, 5, 8, 9, 20, 21. We know the values of Mλµ,ρρ and Mρρ,λµ for these levels (Prop.1);
the task is to go from these to allMλµ,κν . We have many tools for doing this: most notably
Lemmas 1,2,4 and 5, as well as direct use of T -invariance and the relation MS(k,k+1) =
S(k,k+1)M . The arguments for each level are all essentially the same; we will explicitly
give the one for k = 4. See Thm.3 of [10] for more details.
Let us begin with k = 4, and R = {(ρ, ρ), (ρ, ρ′′)}. Then by Prop.1, Mρρ,λµ =
Mλµ,ρρ = 0, for all (λ, µ) ∈ P(k), except for Mρρ,ρρ = Mρρ,ρρ′′ = Mρρ′′,ρρ = 1. Now
suppose Mλµ,ρρ′′ 6= 0. Choose ℓ coprime to 3 · 7 · 8, such that ℓ ≡ ±1 (mod 3 · 7) and
ℓ ≡ 5 (mod 3 · 8) – e.g. ℓ = 125. Then [ℓρ]4 = ρ, [ℓρ′′]5 = ρ, so by the parity rule (4.2a)
we get Mλ′µ′,ρρ = Mλµ,ρρ′′ 6= 0, where λ′ = [ℓλ]4 and µ′ = [ℓµ]5. Thus Mλµ,ρρ′′ = 1, and
(λ′µ′) = (ρρ) or (ρρ′′), i.e. (λµ) = (ρρ′′) or (ρρ).
What we have shown is thatM1 = B(1,2) (see (5.3)). By Lemma 4(a), P = P++(su(3), 4)×
(O0ρ ∪ O0(3, 3) ∪ O(1, 3)). Equations (4.1) and (4.3) tell us Mλµ,κν 6= 0 requires κ ∈ Oλ
and either µ, ν ∈ O0ρ ∪ O0(3, 3), or µ, ν ∈ O(1, 3). Now, computing (S(k,k+1)M)λµ,ρρ =
(MS(k,k+1))λµ,ρρ for any (λ, µ) ∈ P gives us
∑
κν Mλµ,κν = 2, and if µ ∈ O0ρ ∪ O0(3, 3)
we get further that there exist weights (λ′µ′), (λ′′µ′′) ∈ P such that µ′ ∈ O0ρ and
µ′′ ∈ O0(3, 3), and Mλµ,λ′µ′ =Mλµ,λ′′µ′′ = 1.
For each a, there exist b, c such thatMρAaρ,AbρAcρ 6= 0. Then (2.11a) and T -invariance
force b = 0 and a = c. Thus by Lemma 4(b) and (2.11b), Mλµ,κν = MAaλAbµ,AaκAbν , and
Mλµ,κν 6= 0 implies t(λ) ≡ t(κ) and t(µ) ≡ t(ν).
We can now completely determine M , once we know the values of Mρ(1,3),ρ(1,3),
M(1,2)ρ,(1,2)ρ, M(1,2)ρ,(1,2)(3,3), M(1,2)(1,3),(1,2)(1,3) and M(1,2)(1,3),(1,2)(4,3). By multiplying
M by D¯c4 ⊗ A¯5 if necessary, we can force M(1,2)ρ,(1,2)ρ = 1. The relation S(k,k+1)M =
MS(k,k+1) evaluated at certain weights now forces M = A¯4 ⊗ E¯5.
The other anomolous possibility for R when k = 4 is R = {Aa(ρ, ρ), Aa(ρ, ρ′′) | a =
0, 1, 2}. Here J has order 3 and M1 = B(1,6), but otherwise the argument is very similar
to the one just given.
6. Conclusion
Our main results are already pointed out in the Introduction. We conclude with a
brief discussion of possible future directions of research.
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The correspondence of section 2, between the physical modular invariants of diagonal
coset theories and WZNW tensor products, was the starting point of this work. We
restricted attention here to diagonal cosets without fixed points, because of the simplicity
of their field identifications. The switch of weights should also yield a correspondence
for more general classes of GKO cosets. We hope to address this in later work. The
correspondence might be helpful in calculating other quantities of interest in coset theories,
such as correlation functions.
The ultimate goal of any modular invariant classification such as ours is a deeper
understanding of (rational) conformal field theories in general. There are two ways progress
may be made. First, the truths used to complete a particular classification can be shown
valid in more general contexts. Since coset theories comprise (at least) a large part of all
rational conformal theories, it would be worthwhile to try to prove some of our results
for an arbitrary rational theory, perhaps with a centre. Second, a pattern may emerge
in the completed classifications that can be extended to other theories. Presumably, such
a pattern would be some generalisation of the famous A-D-E results of [4]. Perhaps the
connection with [16] points the way.
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Table. Physical invariants of su(3)k ⊕ su(3)1/su(3)k+1
Level Physical invariants
k ≡ 0 (mod 3) A¯k ⊗ A¯k+1 D¯k ⊗ A¯k+1 D¯kc ⊗ A¯k+1
A¯k ⊗ D¯k+1c D¯k ⊗ D¯k+1c D¯kc ⊗ D¯k+1c
k ≡ 1 (mod 3) A¯k ⊗ A¯k+1 M¯(AkAk+1) cM¯(AkAk+1)c
D¯kc ⊗ A¯k+1 A¯k ⊗ D¯k+1c D¯kc ⊗ D¯k+1c
k ≡ 2 (mod 3) A¯k ⊗ A¯k+1 A¯k ⊗ D¯k+1 A¯k ⊗ D¯k+1c
D¯kc ⊗ A¯k+1 D¯kc ⊗ D¯k+1 D¯kc ⊗ D¯k+1c
k = 4 A¯4 ⊗ E¯5 D¯c4 ⊗ E¯5
(A¯4 ⊗ E¯5) [M¯(A4A5)] (A¯4 ⊗ E¯5) c[M¯(A4A5)]c
k = 5 E¯5 ⊗ A¯6 E¯5 ⊗ D¯6
k = 8 A¯8 ⊗ E¯9(1) D¯8c ⊗ E¯9(1) A¯8 ⊗ E¯9(2)
D¯8c ⊗ E¯9(2) A¯8 ⊗ E¯9(2)c D¯8c ⊗ E¯9(2)c
k = 9 E¯9(1) ⊗ A¯10 E¯9(1) ⊗ D¯10c E¯9(2) ⊗ A¯10
E¯9(2) ⊗ D¯10c E¯9(2)c ⊗ A¯10 E¯9(2)c ⊗ D¯10c
k = 20 A¯20 ⊗ E¯21 D¯20c ⊗ E¯21
k = 21 E¯21 ⊗ A¯22 E¯21 ⊗ D¯22c
Table. This gives the corresponding WZNW invariant – see
Sect.4.1 for the notation, and Sect.2.3 for the correspondence.
Thm.2 says this list is complete.
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